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The iterative subspace algorithm to solve the complex linear response equation of damped coupled cluster response theory presented, up to CCSD level, by Kauczor et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2013 139, 211102, and recently extended to the solution of the complex left response multipliers by Faber and Coriani, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 2019 15, 520, has been modified as to include a core-valence separation projection step in the iterative procedure. This allows to overcome serious convergence issues that specifically manifest themselves at the CCSD level when addressing core-related spectroscopic effects using large basis sets. The spectra obtained adopting the new scheme for x-ray absorption and circular dichroism, as well as Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering, are presented and discussed. Core-valence separated results for non-resonant X-ray emission are also reported.

1 Introduction

The complex-polarization-propagator (CPP) approach,1–10 also known as damped response theory,11 is a valuable method to tackle the computational simulation of spectroscopic effects in cases where a large density of states and/or additional resonant conditions are involved, and traditional stick-spectra-based approaches may therefore fail.

The method relies on the ability to solve linear response equations for a complex, or damped, frequency,10 and it has been successfully implemented at various levels of electronic structure theory, including Hartree-Fock and Time-Dependent Density Functional theory,1–3,12 as well as Multiconfigurational Self-Consistent Field,1,2 Algebraic Diagrammatic Construction (ADC)13 and Coupled-Cluster (CC) Theory.7–9,14 Extensions to solvated environments15,16 and in the relativistic domain17 have also been presented. Applications encompass the calculation of linear absorption spectra in different frequency regions, including X-ray absorption spectra,4,5,8,14 electronic circular dichroism spectra,18 magnetic-field and nuclear-spin induced circular dichroism,19–21 magneto-chiral dichroism and birefringence dispersion,22 two-photon absorption in both UV-vis and X-ray regimes,6,23 Cauchy coefficients at imaginary frequency,7,13,24 and, more recently, Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering.9,25

At the CC level, two different algorithms have been proposed to obtain complex response functions. In the first one,7,8 a diagonal basis of eigenvectors was generated by diagonalization of an approximate Lanczos-based tridiagonal representation of the CC Jacobian, and used to construct the imaginary or real components of the complex linear response function via a sum-over-state-like expression that includes the damping parameter γ. In the second one,9,14 the damped linear response equations yielding the complex (real and imaginary components thereof) amplitudes and multipliers were solved via a generalization of the reduced-space algorithm used in conventional CC response.

The main drawbacks of the first approach are the need to predecide the size of the truncated Lanczos basis, that prevents the a priori control of the convergence thresholds, and the need to store a large number of Lanczos vectors on file, resulting in disk and I/O issues for larger systems. Moreover, if the target excited states lie in the X-ray region, large Lanczos chain lengths are required to obtain converged X-ray energies, unless specific core-valence separated (CVS) techniques are adopted.26–28

In the CPP-CC method of Ref. 14, on the other hand, the damped response solver manifests severe convergence issues at the CC singles and doubles (CCSD) level in the high-energy frequency region and in particular when larger basis sets are used.

These issues can be rationalized as originating from the high density of doubly excited/ionized valence states that form the continuum in which the X-ray absorption bands are embedded.
Thus, even though the essence of the CPP method is to introduce a damping parameter \( \gamma \) in the (linear) response functions to specifically remove the singularities when the external frequency \( \omega \) approaches a resonant value, in the CCSD case this damping is not sufficient to guarantee convergence as the basis set increases, due to the enormous number of closely lying double excited/ionized states that become accessible when a large basis set is used. Too many potential resonances can occur for just one parameter to take care of, and less and less diagonal the CC Jacobian becomes, which compromises the efficiency of the diagonal preconditioner that is typically used to accelerate convergence. As a further proof, in the case of the CC singles and approximate doubles method, CC2, where the double-double block of the Jacobian exactly corresponds to the orbital energy differences matrix, the damped response equations do converge.

To overcome these problems, we here propose to apply a core-valence separation projector during the solution of the CCSD complex response equations, to remove the continuum of valence ionized states. The performance of the resulting CVS-CPP algorithm is illustrated by calculations, within the CCSD linear response (LR-CCSD) framework, of near-edge-absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) and X-ray circular dichroism (XCD) and, within CCSD quadratic response (QR-CCSD), of Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS). CVS-CCSD results for non-resonant X-ray emission (XES), computed according to our previously proposed recipe, as transitions between valence- and core-ionized states, are also reported for completeness. Equation-of-motion (CVS-CPP-EOM-CCSD) variants of the same properties could also be derived by modifications to the property Jacobian matrix and final property expressions. An alternative derivation of RIXS and XES exploiting a conceptually analogous CVS-DIIS damped solver within the frozen-core fc-CVS-EOM-CCSD framework is presented in Ref. 32.

2 Theory

2.1 NEXAFS, XCD and RIXS within the CPP-(CVS)-CC formalism

NEXAFS cross-sections \( \sigma(\omega) \) can be computed from the imaginary electric dipole–electric dipole linear response function

\[
\sigma_{\text{NEXAFS}}(\omega) \propto \omega \Re \langle \langle \mu_\alpha; \mu_\alpha \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y
\]

(1)

where \( \mu_\alpha \) is the electric dipole moment of the \( \alpha \) state, and the incident frequency is in the region of absorption of the relevant X-ray edge. XCD cross-sections, on the other hand, are obtained from the real part of the electric dipole and magnetic dipole linear response function

\[
\sigma_{\text{XCD}}(\omega) \propto \omega \Re \langle \langle \mu_\alpha; m_\alpha \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y
\]

(2)

(since the magnetic dipole operator \( m \) is an imaginary operator).

The RIXS cross section is obtained from the transition strengths \( \sigma^{0/} \) averaged over all molecular orientations and over the polarization of the emitted radiation. The latter depends on the angle \( \theta \) between the polarization vector of the scattered photon and the propagation vector of the scattered photon. The solution of the response equations yielding the amplitudes \( \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y \) is discussed later in this section.

For the NEXAFS cross section, the imaginary part of the complex polarizability is needed, which is computed according to:

\[
\langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y = \frac{1}{2} C^{\pm \omega} \{ \eta_X^Y \gamma (\omega + i\gamma) + \eta_Y^X (\omega - \omega - i\gamma) + \eta_Y^X (\omega + i\gamma) \}
\]

(4)

The solution of the response equations yielding the amplitudes \( \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y \) is discussed later in this section.

An imaginary operator is needed to compute the XCD cross section in Eq. (2), according to

\[
\Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y = \frac{1}{2} \left( \eta_X^Y \delta_3^Y (\omega + i\gamma) - \eta_X^Y \delta_3^Y (\omega - i\gamma) - \eta_Y^X \delta_3^X (\omega - i\gamma) + \eta_Y^X (\omega + i\gamma) \right) + \Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y (\omega + i\gamma) + \Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y (\omega - i\gamma) - \Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y (\omega - i\gamma)
\]

(5)

which is valid for all real operators (components) \( X \). For an imaginary operator (component) \( \chi \), like the magnetic moment \( m \), the latter relation reads

\[
-\eta_Y^X (\omega - i\gamma) = \delta_3^X (\omega - i\gamma)
\]

(6)

An imaginary operator is needed to compute the XCD cross section in Eq. (2), according to

\[
\Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y = \frac{1}{2} \left( \eta_X^Y \delta_3^Y (\omega + i\gamma) - \eta_X^Y \delta_3^Y (\omega - i\gamma) - \eta_Y^X \delta_3^X (\omega - i\gamma) + \eta_Y^X (\omega + i\gamma) \right) + \Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y (\omega + i\gamma) + \Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y (\omega - i\gamma) - \Re \langle \langle X; Y \rangle \rangle_{\omega}^Y (\omega - i\gamma)
\]

(7)

In the RIXS amplitudes, the operator \( X \) and \( Y \) are always real, and both real and imaginary components are needed. The general complex expressions of the KHD amplitudes within damped CC response theory (as well as EOM-CCSD) were presented in Ref.
for \( \mathcal{F}^{\alpha f}_{XY} (\omega) \):
\[
\mathcal{F}^{\alpha f}_{XY} (\omega) = -B_f \left[ A X_i^{\omega + i\gamma} + A Y_i^{\omega - i\gamma} \right] + B_s^{\omega + i\gamma} + B_s^{\omega - i\gamma}
\]

(10)

A similar expression can be derived for \( \mathcal{F}^{\alpha f}_{XY} (\omega) \).

While referring to, e.g., Refs. 9, 35 for a definition of the remaining CC building blocks in the expressions above, we return to the solution of the complex response equations needed to obtain the real and imaginary components of the complex amplitudes \( \tilde{f}^X (\omega + i\gamma) \) and multipliers \( \tilde{f}^X (\omega - i\gamma) \):
\[
(A - (\omega + i\gamma)I) \tilde{f}^X (\omega + i\gamma) = -\tilde{\xi}^X
\]

(11)
\[
\tilde{f}^X (\omega - i\gamma)(A + (\omega - i\gamma)I) = -\tilde{\eta}^X - \tilde{\xi}^X (\omega - i\gamma)
\]

(12)

They can be recast in (pseudo-symmetric) matrix form like, e.g.
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
(A - \omega I) & \gamma I \\
\gamma I & -(A - \omega I)
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\tilde{f}^X \\
\tilde{f}^X
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
-\tilde{\xi}^X \\
\tilde{\xi}^X
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(13)

and solved via an iterative subspace algorithm as discussed in Refs. 14 and 9.

An important step to ensure convergence in the iterative algorithm is the generation of new trial vectors as
\[
\tilde{b}_{n+1} = \mathcal{P} \tilde{R}_{n+1}
\]

(14)

where \( \tilde{b}_{n+1} \) is a new general trial vector, \( \tilde{R}_{n+1} \) is a general residual in iteration \( n+1 \) and \( \mathcal{P} \) is a preconditioner. In the iterative algorithm of Refs. 14 and 9, Eq. (14) is implemented as
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
b_{3,n+1} \\
b_{3,n+1}
\end{pmatrix}
= \left[ (A_0 - \omega I)^2 + \gamma^2 I \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
(A_0 - \omega I) & \gamma I \\
\gamma I & -(A_0 - \omega I)
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
R_{3,n+1} \\
R_{3,n+1}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(15)

where \( A_0 \) is a diagonal approximation of the full Jacobian \( A \). A typical choice as \( A_0 \) is to use the energy differences between virtual and occupied orbitals \( \Delta \epsilon_i \), where \( \mu \) refers to a given excitation level. In the CCSD case, \( \epsilon_a - \epsilon_i \) is used for the corresponding singles, and \( \epsilon_a + \epsilon_b - \epsilon_f - \epsilon_f \) for the doubles.

Despite the preconditioner, and as anticipated in the introduction, the iterative subspace algorithm of Refs. 14 and 9, does not converge at the CCSD level (in larger basis sets) when solving for the complex response amplitudes at positive values of \( \omega \) falling in the x-region. The same occurs when solving for the response multipliers at negative frequencies in the x-region. In the case of the CC2 method, on the other hand, the damped response equations always converge. The double-double block of the CC2 Jacobian matrix is exactly a diagonal matrix containing the orbital energy differences.

While a finite value of \( \gamma \) ensures that Eq. (13) will not be exactly singular for any value of \( \omega \), the solution of this equation becomes nonetheless unfeasible if many excitation energies are very close to \( \omega \). The X-ray region is beyond the (valence-)ionization limit of common molecules and there is therefore a continuum of ionized states near any given core-excitation energy. In calculations using finite basis sets, a discrete set of ionization energies is found and, for methods that only include single excitations, this set might be sparse enough not to prevent convergence of the damped response equations in the X-ray region. For models, such as CCSD, that explicitly include double excitations, however, the set of ionized states is so dense that the normal damped response equations will not converge except for the smallest molecules and basis sets.

The problem of separating bound states from the continuum of ionized states can be solved using the CVS approximation,\(^{26}\) which has recently been introduced in the context of CC theory to describe core-excited and core-ionized states.\(^{27,31}\) In the present work, we propose to use a CVS projector in Eq. (13), whenever the frequency \( \omega \) is positive and falls in the X-ray region.

This projector allows only the part of the CC amplitudes in Eq. (11) that involve core electrons to respond to the external electric field, effectively removing the valence ionization contribution. Similarly, a CVS projector is applied in the multiplier equation, Eq. (12), for negative \( \omega' \). In the opposite case, negative \( \omega \) in Eq. (11) and positive \( \omega' \) in Eq. (12), the equations are strongly diagonally dominant for absolute values of \( \omega \) in the X-ray region and can easily be solved without applying projectors of any kind.

Comparing to the formulation of CVS-CCLR of Coriani and Koch,\(^{27}\) projecting out the valence excitation space from the right and left response equations only for the above mentioned frequency values corresponds to projecting out exclusively from the eigenvalue equations. However, in Ref. 27, it was suggested one could apply CVS also to the left multipliers \( M_f \) equations, even though they are convergent. To obtain a damped-response CVS scheme equivalent to a CVS scheme where also the \( M_f \) equations are projected out, we would need to apply the CVS projector to all equations where the magnitude of the frequency is in the X-ray region, no matter its sign. Even though the effect of projecting out from the \( M_f \) vectors is negligible, our recommendation is however not to project them.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Computational details

For the illustrative results on water, the same geometry and basis set we adopted previously\(^9\) was used. The geometry of acetone was optimized at the CCSD(T) level using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set using CFOUR.\(^{36}\) The structure of methyloxirane was optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level also using CFOUR. In de-
termining the valence excited states for the RIXS calculations, the core orbitals have been kept frozen in the excited state calculation. The ground state parameters were optimized in full space. The same procedure was adopted for the valence ionized states required to obtain the XES strengths.

3.2 NEXAFS and XCD

As illustration of cases that we could otherwise not tackle, due to convergence issues, with the full-space CPP solver in a basis set as large as 6-311++G**, we show, in Figs. 1 and 2, the CPP-CVS-XAS spectra of S-methyloxirane and acetone at the carbon K-edge, respectively, together with the XAS sticks obtained from a conventional linear response calculation using the CVS Davidson algorithm of Ref. 27. The XAS spectrum of methyloxirane has been measured by Piancastelli et al. at both C and O K-edges, and by Turchini et al. at the C K-edge. The XAS spectra of acetone have been measured by Prince et al.

The XCD of methyloxirane has been experimentally measured by Turchini et al. at the carbon K-edge. The study of Turchini et al. is the first (and only) CD measurement on a randomly oriented system and it was performed in vapour phase. Computational investigations have been presented at the random phase approximation level by Alagna et al., and using STEX by Carravetta et al.

In Fig. 3, we compare the XCD spectrum of methyloxirane calculated using CVS-CPP-CCSD with the one obtained from a CVS-CCSD-LR calculation. The CPP-CVS-CCSD calculations were performed on a grid with a spacing of 5 · 10^{-4} Hartree between points and with a broadening factor of 1000 cm^{-1}. Our calculated spectra present bands and sticks somewhat consistent with the computed spectral sticks of Ref. 41, whereas the agreement with the experimental spectrum is far from satisfactory. Further investigations are required to firmly assess the origin of the observed

---

Fig. 1 CVS-CPP-CCSD results for the XAS spectrum of S-methyloxirane at the carbon K-edge in the 6-311++G** basis set, with underlying oscillator strengths obtained from standard CVS-CCSD calculations. The dashed red curve is the CVS-CPP result, whereas the black curve was obtained by applying a Lorentzian broadening to the CVS-CCSD sticks.

Fig. 2 CVS-CPP-CCSD results for the XAS spectrum of acetone at the carbon K-edge in the 6-311++G** basis set, with underlying oscillator strengths obtained from standard CVS-CCSD calculations. The dashed red curve is the CVS-CPP result, whereas the black curve was obtained by applying a Lorentzian broadening to the CVS-CCSD sticks.

Fig. 3 CVS-CPP-CCSD results for the XCD spectrum of S-methyloxirane in the 6-311++G** basis set, with underlying rotatory strengths obtained from standard CVS-CCSD calculations. The dashed red curve is the CVS-CPP result whereas the black curve was obtained by applying a Lorentzian broadening to the CVS-CCSD sticks.
3.3 RIXS and XES

Turning our attention to RIXS and non-resonant XES, we report in Fig. 4 a comparison of RIXS and XES spectral slices obtained with the here-proposed CVS-CPP approach, and with the full-space approach of Ref. 9 for water. As observed, the CVS projection introduces only a very modest shift of the peaks on the energy axis. The differences in intensities are also quite modest and the assignment of the origin of the spectral bands remains as previously done. XES and RIXS spectra for water generated using the CVS-CPP solver and 40 valence excited states are shown in Fig. 5. The third relative intense band that is also experimentally observed emerges now at the resonant frequencies of the 1s→4d1 and 1s→2h2 core excitations. Even 40 valence excited states are, on the other hand, not sufficient to yield it when a resonant pump frequency close to the third XAS band is used. The third band is reproduced in the XES spectrum.

As another example of the applicability of the CVS-CPP approach to RIXS, we considered the case of acetone at the oxygen K-edge. Despite the still moderate size of the molecule, its RIXS spectra could not be computed using the full-space CPP-CCSD approach, whereas they are easily obtained with the CVS-CPP solver. Table 1 collects the excitation energies and strengths of the valence excited states that have been considered in the spectral simulation. The resonant pump frequency was chosen at the value of the first core excitation at the oxygen K-edge, see also Table 2. The computed RIXS and XES spectral slices are shown in Fig. 6. Experimental resonant (RIXS) and non-resonant (XES) spectral slices at the oxygen K-edge in solution were available from Ref. 42, see also Ref. 43. The re-digitized experimental curves have been overlapped to the computed spectra without any shift on the energy axis. Despite the misalignment, the main spectral features at the lower core excitation in the resonant RIXS spectrum, as well as the XES spectrum, are reproduced. As it can be appreci-
ated from Fig. 6, the overall shift of the XES spectrum is slightly larger than for the RIXS one, an indication that CCSD describes relaxation effects on XES (or, at least, on XES as computed here<sup>9</sup> at CCSD level) less accurately than those on RIXS.

![Non-resonant](image)

**Fig. 6** CVS-CPP-CCSD results for the RIXS (bottom panel) and XES (upper panel) spectra at the Oxygen K-edge of acetone in the 6-311++G**°** basis set. The experimental spectral slices in solution from Ref. 42 are also shown. Note that the computed spectra have not been shifted to align to the experimental ones.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a core-valence separated strategy to solve the complex response equations of coupled cluster damped response theory at the singles and doubles level. Introducing the CVS at specific values of the external frequency allows to overcome convergence problems that appear in the CCSD case due to the continuum of valence ionized states. The modified solver has been used to compute XAS, XCD, RIXS and XES spectra of selected molecules, showing moderate shifts of the peak positions and intensities compared to the cases where full-space calculations could be performed.
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